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Education 

Riga, Latvia - June 6, 2023 

OpenTuition, a leading provider of online tuition for the Chartered Certified Accountant 
qualification of the ACCA, a global professional accounting body, is proud to announce the 
launch of its latest offering, the Ask AI Tutor service.  

The introduction of the Ask AI Tutor service marks an exciting advancement in OpenTuition 
commitment to empowering ACCA students. This service offers several key features and benefits: 

1. Artificial Intelligence is used to access the extensive knowledge banks that have been created 
for each of the examinations and provides instant responses to student queries. Not only can it 
provides reasoned answers to discussion questions in easy to understand English, but it can also 
answer calculation questions providing a detailed explanation of the steps involved. 

2. 24/7 Availability: Ask AI Tutor is accessible round the clock, providing students with instant 
assistance and support whenever they need it. 

"Ask AI Tutor represents a significant milestone in our dedication to revolutionising ACCA 
Professional Education while maintaining our ethos of providing free study materials," said John 
Moffat, Director of OpenTuition. "We believe this groundbreaking solution will further 
democratise education and empower students to excel in their ACCA studies.” 

OpenTuition invites ACCA students, stakeholders, and the media to explore Ask ACCA AI Tutor at  
https://opentuition.com/acca/ask-acca-ai-tutor/, where they can experience first hand the 
transformative power of this innovative solution. 

About OpenTuition: 
OpenTuition has been a trusted leader in ACCA Professional Education for over 15 years. With a 
vision to democratise professional education, currently engages with over 100,000 global 
students who frequently utilise the free study resources. The resources span video lectures, 
lecture notes, tests, and an Ask the Tutor service, providing students access to expert guidance 
from qualified tutors. 
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